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Abstract 

Shadow play art in China is an ancient form of narration and entertainment.As a kind of 
intangible cultural heritage, it is a treasure in the splendid folk culture of the Chinese 
nation.In recent years, many shadow play museums have been set up in various 
provinces and cities of China, aiming to protect and publicize the shadow play schools 
with local characteristics.In this paper, the exhibition space and its form of luanzhou 
shadow Museum, one of the few shadow museums in China, are investigated, analyzed 
and redesigned in detail, and a new interactive experience space design concept is put 
forward based on reading a lot of relevant literature.Aiming at the interactive 
experience of shadow play, space and human, this paper discusses the design and 
application of experience and participation in the shadow Museum.The purpose is to 
explore the experience characteristics of contemporary shadow museum space, so as to 
better adapt to the development of contemporary museum construction and people's 
needs for experience and learning, and create a more vivid museum space environment. 
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1. Introduction 

The construction of luanzhou shadow puppet Museum in China was initially started in 2010. It is 

located in luanzhou ancient city scenic area, Tangshan City, Hebei Province.Combined with the 13th 

five year plan at that time, under the background of promoting the development strategy of the whole 

area tourism, overall planning and layout, and promoting the integrated development, the completed 

Museum mainly displays the development history of luanzhou shadow puppets, typical scenes of 

traditional and modern plays, luanzhou paper-cut and other folk culture. 

Over the years, under the guidance of "cultural self-confidence" proposed by the 18th National 

Congress, China's excellent traditional culture and intangible cultural heritage have attracted more 

and more public attention.Now we re-examine the construction of luanzhou shadow puppet Museum 

in China, which can no longer meet the current educational function of the museum and the needs of 

people's learning.So in such a case, I put forward the interactive experience space design idea of 

luanzhou shadow play Museum, aiming to promote people's interest in shadow play and inheritance 

of intangible cultural heritage in China through interactive experience and exhibition. 
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2. Preliminary analysis of design 

2.1 Background Analysis 

The background is mainly divided into five factors.First, social background.Since the 18th National 

Congress of the Communist Party of China, the concept of cultural self-confidence has been put 

forward, and China's excellent traditional culture has been paid more and more attention.Based on 

the concept of inheriting traditional culture, the transformation design of the museum first has the 

policy support, and can get the widespread attention of the society.Second, natural factors.The project 

is located in Tangshan City, Hebei Province, with continental monsoon climate.Because it will 

involve the design of open-air courtyard, it is necessary to consider the situation of more precipitation 

in summer. Third, regional planning. Luanzhou shadow puppet museum is located in luanzhou 

ancient city scenic area. In recent years, the development and construction of luanzhou ancient city 

has been strengthened. Luanzhou ancient city not only promotes the local economic development, 

but also focuses on the development of cultural heritage. As a cultural building, shadow museum will 

get more resources and enough attention. Fourth, the development of shadow play. Now shadow play 

has encountered the embarrassment of no successor, and the main reason for this difficulty is that 

without market, there is no way to survive without market. If it is difficult to survive, let alone inherit 

shadow play, so the space design of shadow museum must provide a platform for the development of 

shadow play. Fifth, the background of museum development. Museums have always been endowed 

with the humanistic significance of science, education, collection and knowledge. At present, China's 

museum industry has entered a period of vigorous development, and the integration of science and 

technology, the Internet, and the field of culture and Museum has become a new development trend 

of museum industry.(as shown in Figure 1) 

 

 

Figure 1 five background analysis (source: self-drawn by the author) 

2.2 design ideas 

This project first read a lot of relevant literature about the historical development of shadow play and 

extract the key information from it, then combined with the current situation of shadow play, as the 

cultural basis of the design. Secondly, in the full study of a large number of Museum related literature 

and Museum current development direction, combined with the current information age development 
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of scientific and technological means, as the technical basis of design. Finally, through a large number 

of collection of tourist evaluation information of various museums, combined with the analysis of the 

answers to the questionnaire, the direction of the design is clear, and as a design consideration of the 

direction of the needs of the masses. 

2.3 Analyze the existing problems of the original Museum 

Luanzhou shadow puppet Museum of China is located in luanzhou City, Tangshan City, Hebei 

Province. The ancient city of luanzhou is a special tourist scenic spot built by luanzhou municipal 

government according to its development history. First of all, the building faces south as a whole, 

close to the holiday apartment in the north, a road in the south, a commercial building selling various 

souvenirs in the west, and the building in the East is also a place for people to rest with the 

characteristics of the ancient city. How to highlight the characteristics of cultural buildings under the 

surrounding of commercial buildings is also the primary consideration in this design. 

Secondly, the design of exhibition walls and cabinets in the building is too common to reflect the 

cultural connotation of shadow play, and the fixed design will reduce the changeable scenes and 

functional requirements in the museum. Only in the glass box for people to see the shadow puppet is 

not conducive to the deeper understanding and learning of visitors. Therefore, the visit form, 

exhibition wall and exhibition cabinet should also be redesigned to make it more in line with the 

interactive experience space design concept proposed in this paper. 

2.4 research and analysis 

After a series of investigation and analysis, the following consideration directions are obtained in the 

museum space redesign: urban texture, exhibition hall order, display form, display content, courtyard 

transformation, elastic space, cultural and creative products, time technology, interactive performance. 

(as shown in Figure 2) 

 

 

Figure 2 survey analysis chart (source: Network) 

3. Detailed design of Museum scheme 

3.1 scientific functional division 

In the space covering an area of 1200 square meters, four functional areas are reorganized and divided: 

exhibition hall space, public space, service space and office space. After consulting the book 
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"architectural design of Museum", according to the moving line structure described in it, a 

combination of radial arrangement and linear arrangement is adopted, that is, the dynamic structure 

is around a radiating core, and the visitors' visiting behavior has a centripetal nature. And the public 

space and service space are located in the core of the dynamic structure, so that they can better serve 

the visitors. First of all, the streamline of office space does not conflict with that of visitors. Secondly, 

the advantages of the moving line type of radioactive space are obvious, such as having certain 

freedom and guiding. Visitors can choose to go to a certain exhibition hall according to their own 

needs and familiarity with the museum. If they take excessive forced routes, they will trigger the 

resistance of visitors. (as shown in Figure 3) 

 

 

Figure 3 spatial generation analysis diagram (source: self-drawn by the author) 

The four functional areas mentioned above are connected in series through corridor like traffic space 

to form the organizational relationship of the twelve spaces and the layout plan of the building. (as 

shown in Figure 4) 

 

 

Figure 4 layout details (source: self-drawn by the author) 
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3.2 exhibition hall sequence analysis 

Based on the study of narrative space theory, the exhibition hall space of the museum is reorganized 

and divided into the following seven levels. The first is the preface hall. By playing multimedia video 

materials, visitors can have a more intuitive understanding of shadow puppets here, and will bring 

visitors into the atmosphere of the museum. Then there is the first exhibition hall. The exhibition 

walls and cabinets here mainly show the physical objects of shadow play performance, as well as the 

development history of shadow play and famous performing artists. Visitors will have a learning 

process here. Next is the second exhibition hall. This is a wax museum, which mainly shows the 

process of shadow puppet from material selection to making into a complete movie maker. Visitors 

can get a better understanding of shadow puppet here. Again, to the third exhibition hall. Here are 

mainly some extended works of art about shadow play. After the foreshadowing of the above three 

spaces, visitors' attitude towards shadow play can also reach a level of appreciation. Then I went to 

the fourth exhibition hall. With the help of multimedia, this paper mainly shows the classic plays of 

shadow play, which are divided into ancient plays and modern plays. As well as the instruments used 

in shadow puppet performance, and I also added an experiential display form in the part of the 

instrument hall, so that visitors can feel the experience link that has not been before. Then there is the 

shadow show hall in the fifth exhibition hall. This exhibition hall is an important link for the whole 

museum to lead visitors to a climax of their viewing mood. In the past, only artists performed shadow 

puppet shows - a one-way performance form watched by the audience. I designed this as an open 

performance platform, that is to say, when there is no artist performing, every visitor can participate 

in the performance of shadow puppet shows. Finally, to the service hall, is also the end Hall part of 

the museum. After the above series of emotional changes, visitors also form a kind of aftertaste here. 

Therefore, I designed it as a sales hall of cultural and creative products about shadow puppets, which 

not only provides consulting and other service functions, but also has the commercial function of 

product sales. In a sense, it also undertakes the function of disseminating the culture of shadow 

puppets. (as shown in Figure 5) 

 

 

Figure 5 Analysis of narrative spatial sequence (source: self-drawn by the author) 

3.3 Analysis of redesign space 

3.3.1 Preface Hall 

There is only one exhibition wall in the preface hall of the original museum, and it is in the same 

space with the first exhibition hall. The words and pictures displayed are used to introduce the shadow 
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puppet. I took the prologue part out alone to create the current space atmosphere, and introduced 

shadow play through audio and video, which is a more intuitive way. It can be seen that the only light 

in the whole space is emitted from the screen on the wall, which plays a certain role in the 

psychological focus of the visitors, guiding the visitors' attention on the screen, so as to deepen their 

understanding of shadow play.(as shown in Figure 6) 

 

 

Figure 6 Effect drawing of sequence Hall (source: self-drawn by the author) 

3.3.2 Repertory hall and musical instrument Hall 

For the repertoire hall, I kept the original design of ancient repertoire and modern repertoire, but 

redesigned the original additional musical instrument display. As can be seen in the effect picture, I 

put each instrument in a separate exhibition cabinet, and designed a wechat small program. After 

scanning the two-dimensional code on the exhibition cabinet, the basic information of the instrument 

and some classic music items played with the instrument will be displayed on the mobile phone. 

Although these musical instruments can also be called a kind of cultural relic, they should not lose 

their original function because of their special identity. Although people look up and observe it now 

to feel the beauty of traditional art, redesign must have the characteristics of the times and be in line 

with the times so as not to be abandoned by the times.(as shown in Figure 7) 

 

 

Figure 7 Renderings of repertory hall and musical instrument Hall (source: self-drawn by the 

author) 
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3.3.3 Shadow show hall 

The shadow show hall is an additional part. Its design draws on the parts of many theaters, which are 

divided into the simplest performing area and viewing area. Step type seats are designed in the 

viewing area. Visitors enter the middle part of the seat steps from the walking steps on both sides to 

enjoy the performance. However, in the performance area, there is a different open-ended treatment 

from the ordinary theater, and there is no backstage part for performers only. Instead, when there is 

no artist performing shadow play, every visitor can participate in the shadow play performance, dance 

the shadow play in person, experience the shadow play, and experience the traditional culture. as 

shown in Figure 8) 

 

 

Figure 8 Effect of interactive performance hall (source: self-drawn by the author) 

3.4 detailed design analysis 

3.4.1 structural explosion analysis diagram 

 

 

Figure 9 structural Explosion Analysis (source: self-drawn by the author) 
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The first part is the roof, which is made of antique blue tiles. The purpose is to keep consistent with 

the urban texture of luanzhou ancient city scenic spot. The second part is the supporting structure, 

which basically uses the native wood. Through the way of local materials to achieve the purpose of 

saving resources. The third part is the configuration of fresh air system and fire-fighting facilities. As 

a public building covering an area of 1200 square meters, it is essential. The fourth part is the ceiling, 

which mainly uses the aluminum alloy frame and the toughened glass structure of the corridor. The 

metal frame has excellent corrosion resistance and long service life, while the toughened glass used 

in the traffic space has better permeability, which can basically rely on natural light all day to achieve 

the best energy-saving effect. And because of the alternating relationship between the artificial light 

inside the exhibition hall and the natural light in the corridor, the visitors will also feel fresh every 

time they enter different exhibition halls. The fifth part is the exhibition wall and cabinet. In the 

current exhibition hall and the exhibition hall I added, the design of movable pulley is added at the 

bottom of the exhibition wall and cabinet. This makes most of the exhibition hall space have 

variability, adding the link of elastic design, so that some of the exhibition hall can be quickly 

arranged into the required functional space when there are special needs. The sixth part is the wall 

structure, mainly uses the concrete casting wall, and also applies the current prefabricated building 

concept to the design. It can not only shorten the construction period, but also save the expenditure 

on materials and workers to the greatest extent. (as shown in Figure 9) 

3.4.2 analysis diagram of personnel flow line 

Because the exhibition hall function and office function are divided before. Green represents the flow 

line of visitors, while red represents the flow line of staff. As shown in the figure, the two main flow 

lines will intersect only at the same entrance and exit. In other spaces, they are all independent and 

do not interfere with each other. (as shown in Figure 10) 

 

 

Figure 10 analysis of personnel flow line (source: self-drawn by the author) 

4. Display of intention renderings 

4.1 Street View 

It can be seen here that there is a certain distance between the entrance of our building and the 

pedestrian road, which enables us not only to create some necessary plant proportion here, but also 

to provide some landscape facilities related to shadow puppets, such as shadow figures of the same 

height as people, sculpture facilities with ancient fragrance and color, and landscape seats that can 
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rest in front of the door, which are used to attract the past And to some extent, they are potential 

visitors to the shadow Museum.(as shown in Figure 11) 

 

 

Figure 11 street view rendering (source: self-drawn by the author) 

4.2 Atrium corridor 

In the whole atrium, three areas are distinguished. The first is the central courtyard area, which is 

planted with trees and flowers with ornamental value all year round and some pieces of fake rocks. 

The second area is the rest area with only glass partition from the courtyard. Visitors can not only rest 

here, but also watch the natural plants in the courtyard closely, and also have some social activities. 

The third area is the most peripheral traffic area of the entire corridor. Here we can see that I 

distinguish the rest area and the ground pavement material of the traffic area. The traffic area adopts 

the hard pavement of marble, while the rest area adopts the soft pavement of Chinese carpet. (as 

shown in Figure 12) 

 

 

Figure 12 effect of atrium (source: self-drawn by the author) 
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4.3 North south axis section Perspective 

In the picture, from left to right, there is a spatial organization relationship among the third exhibition 

hall, the corridor part, the central courtyard, the hall space and the front door. There are also a series 

of behaviors such as taking photos, socializing and watching exhibitions. (as shown in Figure 13) 

 

 

Figure 13 perspective effect of central axis section (source: self-drawn by the author) 

4.4 South elevation 

In this picture, you can clearly see the material and form of the roof and the connection relationship 

with the wall. And also added some details to the wall. For example, the design methods of large-area 

tile collage and small-area shadow puppet collage, one is to distinguish the wall texture different from 

that of cultural buildings and other commercial buildings, the other is to show that the display theme 

inside the building is related to shadow puppets. It can also attract passers-by to become museum 

visitors. (as shown in Figure 14) 

 

 

Figure 14 south elevation effect (source: self-drawn by the author) 
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5. Design conclusion 

After consulting a large number of relevant literature and analyzing the research results of the 

predecessors, as well as the research process of the whole graduation project, I come to the following 

two conclusions. 

First, the relationship between museum and its audience should be considered in addition to the value 

of exhibits. The factors influencing museum design are not only the surrounding geographical and 

cultural factors, but also the full use of modern scientific and technological means, as well as the key 

theme of interactive experience. 

Second, through this design, we should bring new vitality to the shadow play of intangible cultural 

heritage in China, and also provide students and designers with a way of thinking in the field of 

museum design and even cultural architecture, hoping to be beneficial to the current design practice.  
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